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INTRODUCTION 

On February 24 and 25, nearly 400 community leaders from across Alberta gathered in Red 

Deer at a unique event called Culture Forum 2012. Those invited represented a wide spectrum 

of cultural interests from Alberta's arts, heritage and museums, multicultural, nonprofit/voluntary, 

recreation, creative industries, corporate communities and youth representatives. Hosted by 

Alberta Culture and Community Services Minister Heather Klimchuk, the goal of the forum was 

to find innovative solutions to common challenges while capitalizing on opportunities to build a 

sustainable culture sector.  

 

The opening ceremonies included a Pecha Kucha session involving seven fast-paced, thought-

provoking presentations on Alberta‟s diverse culture sector set the stage for delegates to 

discuss a broad range of ideas, best practices and innovations. During 18 concurrent 

workshops, attendees were asked to educate, evolve, explore and engage on a variety of 

topics. The result was a series of strategies to address challenges frequently faced by 

individuals and organizations striving to make Alberta‟s culture sector healthy and sustainable.  

 

The forum built on regional dialogues held with both the nonprofit/voluntary sector and arts 

sector in communities across Alberta in 2009, 2010 and 2011. Input from the regional dialogues 

increased understanding and provided valuable guidance to government but the forum marked 

the first time such a diversity of interests and leadership were brought together in one place. 

The depth and range of the culture partners invited to the forum resulted in a dynamic 

interchange that crystallized the commonality of needs, the opportunities for collaboration 

between organizations and workable strategies for moving the broad sector forward.  

 

Following the forum, a brief summary of what was discussed was posted on-line.  Albertans 

were encouraged to reflect on this input and provide their thoughts and ideas via an on-line 

survey. This report provides a compilation of the input provided at the forum and from the 294 

people who responded to the survey.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The people who participated face-to-face or on-line in Culture Forum 2012 were, for the most 

part, of similar minds on a number of issues. There was strong sentiment that culture as a 

sector is not easily defined because the cultural reality of Albertans is complex, diverse and 

evolving. Culture is a reflection of society; the essence of who we are as Albertans. As such, 

most participants believe successful culture policy depends on Albertans seeing their own life 

experiences or lifestyles represented within it.  

 

For the sector to be healthy and sustainable, most participants agreed individual Albertans need 

to be more engaged as culture consumers, volunteers, advocates, and leaders. Sharing cultural 

experiences and interests with others, particularly children, was seen as important way to 

perpetuate and grow support of cultural endeavours.   

 

This attitude was reflected in many of the discussions and responses. Believing culture is 

undervalued, there was great emphasis placed on the need to raise Albertans‟ level of 

consciousness regarding culture‟s place in their lives and its social and economic benefits. 

Forum participants reasoned that creating an understanding of the impacts and value of a 

healthy culture environment would generate more popular support for personal, corporate, 

community and government investment in cultural pursuits.  

 

It was recognized that all stakeholders need to play a role in achieving this goal but they saw 

the Government of Alberta as the leader and enabler. It was suggested leadership be 

demonstrated by setting policies and priorities that emphasize the importance of culture to the 

province‟s economy and quality of life. The majority of participants said enabling efforts should 

concentrate on creating a climate that encourages more partnerships, investment and 

involvement. Many advocated for increased tax credits and other incentives as a way to foster 

this climate. It was emphasized that incentives need to be significant enough to make 

collaborations and increased corporate/individual involvement attractive.   

  

The point was made repeatedly that establishing an understanding and appreciation of culture 

should start early in life. Participants overwhelmingly supported a proposal to increase cultural 

opportunities for students in Alberta schools. Many noted that early and frequent exposure to a 

wide spectrum of cultural experiences would pay dividends later in life in the form of 

volunteerism, patronage, and other involvements. While some advocated for culture to become 

a core subject, others felt expansion of existing school programs aimed at cultural awareness, 

development and appreciation was more appropriate.  

 

A significant number of participants highlighted that the administrative burden related to 

organizational survival (fundraising, accounting, grant management) often left little time to 

nurture a healthy culture environment and extend the scope of existing programming. Alleviating 

the pressures of this chronic problem would free organizations to focus on their mandates and 

allow for multi-year research, planning and development.  
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As a strategy to deal with this issue, most participants favoured core provincial funding that was 

sustained and predictable. This core funding should primarily be directed at operational support 

needs. It was acknowledged that administrative challenges can also be diminished, particularly 

among smaller groups, by partnering or sharing resources for core needs like administration 

and performance space, professional development, human resource and volunteer 

management, and financial services.  

 

Underlying all of the dialogue and suggested strategies was a hunger for action. Generally, 

participants felt Culture Forum 2012 was a good exercise and valued the opportunity to be 

involved. As an enabler, respondents saw value in the Government of Alberta continuing to 

organize dialogues and help stakeholders find ways to address common needs. However, a 

significant number of people felt that much of the information and ideas had been raised before. 

For most, true measure of value of the forum workshop and survey would be weighed against 

whether any of the input would be acted upon in the near term. 
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CULTURE FORUM 2012 WORKSHOP INPUT 

 

Introduction 

 

The following is a synopsis of the workshop discussions that occurred at Culture Forum 2012. 

Each group began with a discussion regarding what is meant by culture or the culture sector in 

Alberta. Subsequent topics were: 

 

• What does a healthy and sustainable culture sector in Alberta look like? 

• What are the challenges in creating and supporting a healthy and sustainable culture 

sector? 

• What strategies would you suggest to create a healthy and sustainable culture 

sector? 

• What key messages would you like to communicate about your group‟s work or the 

forum experience? 

 

Organizations represented at the forum are listed in Appendix A.  

 

What is Culture?  

 

The workshop portion of Culture Forum 2012 opened with a discussion regarding what is meant 

by culture or the culture sector in Alberta. It was emphasized by facilitators that it was a working 

understanding that was sought, not a definition. Still, some sought to define it. Most chose to 

emphasize that culture cannot be easily mapped because of its complexity. Culture means 

different things to different people. What is regarded as culture to one person may be different 

to another, noted many, but both views are likely valid.  

 

Many participants noted there is risk in cataloguing what „culture‟ is because it would likely omit 

the cultural reality of some Albertans. A common example shared in groups was the exclusion 

of sport from the umbrella of culture. Sport, particularly hockey, is ingrained in Alberta culture 

even though not everyone participates, watches or even enjoy it. The irony that most sport 

enthusiasts do not see themselves as part of the culture sector underlines the limitation of 

defining culture by using specific pursuits or activities as identifiers. 

 

Similarly, many said framing culture in the context of emotions or products is too narrow 

because it is the sum of the cultural experience and expression that matters. For example, 

enjoyment may be a bi-product of a cultural moment but not essential to a valuable cultural 

experience.  

 

Culture is not a static thing, noted many, but dynamic and evolving over time. It is inclusive but 

also adaptive. Old and new experiences and encounters shape how people live and express 

themselves. It is value-based and displayed in a myriad of ways from dress to avocation.  
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These individual expressions often gather together into communities of shared interests, values 

or experiences but they may not fit into what is traditionally thought of as Alberta‟s culture 

sector.   

 

For these reasons, many groups agreed culture in Alberta can be most accurately described as 

the embodiment of who we are, what we do and how we live. The broad diversity of those in 

attendance at Culture Forum 2012 ‐ from social service and sports organizations to museums 

and the performing arts ‐ was evidence of that. While some expressed concern that this was too 

broad an envelope, most believed a successful culture policy depended on Albertans seeing 

their own lifestyles represented within it.  

 

The sentiment felt by most delegates that culture permeates Alberta was perhaps best 

expressed by a youth delegate, who noted “culture is life.”  

 

Healthy and Sustainable Culture  

 

For most participants, the health of Alberta‟s cultural diversity depends on a broad and balanced 

diet of support and participation. This support and participation can be greatly encouraged by 

young people being exposed to culture early and often in school and through many 

easy‐to‐access touch points for adults.  

 

Sustainability is dependent on Albertans seeing culture as a necessary investment rather than 

an optional expense. Many groups noted this attitude is critical to providing the stability 

organizations need to be successful. Governments, corporate Alberta and other sponsors need 

to provide predictable, sustained core funding so key resources, like staff and volunteers can be 

properly supported year over year. This in turn will generate and sustain the type of programs 

and activities that entice, build and maintain robust audiences and involvement.   

 

A healthy and sustainable culture also requires a lot of cooperation and collaboration between 

various players, said many delegates. In particular, organizations must be open to sharing 

physical resources and human skill sets to offset the limitations of „going it alone‟. While many 

organizations are open to that discussion, it was suggested motivation to create multi-party 

operational models can be enhanced by funders and policymakers placing a priority on 

sponsoring such entities. Many noted this would have a spinoff benefit of reducing competition 

for dollars, staff and volunteers.  

 

How culture is viewed within the Alberta landscape is important to its health and sustainability, 

many groups pointed out. While culture is embedded in our everyday lives, the majority of 

Albertans would not rank culture high on a personal or government priority list. Similarly, they 

would not classify keeping nonprofit organizations viable as essential. Many noted that in reality, 

culture in Alberta is an economic driver and a major draw for those who consider living, visiting 

and investing in our province. Exposing these and other „truths‟, said participants, would help 

Albertans understand and embrace the need for a healthy and sustainable sector.   
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A culture that is vibrant and alive is adaptable. To be successful, many groups noted 

organizations need to be open‐minded about change and sensitive to an ever‐shifting cultural 

landscape. More focus is needed on the future, particularly succession planning, in order to 

remain healthy and sustainable. This flexibility and focus requires strong leadership, listening 

skills and a willingness to incorporate innovation and new approaches into plans and programs.  

 

Challenges  

 

While culture may be the essence of who we are as Albertans, discussion groups at Culture 

Forum 2012 felt too many Albertans lack awareness, understanding and appreciation of the 

relevancy or value of culture to them. Culture in Alberta is generally undervalued. This 

undermines efforts by culture sector organizations to attract and engage the resources and 

people they need to fully blossom.  

 

Most organizations understand that exposure is the key to overcoming these deficits but most 

struggle to market, promote and generate sufficient awareness of their own activities.  

There is a tremendous need to shine a light on the impact culture has on Albertans, said forum 

participants. It has to be a collective effort but the Government of Alberta should play a major 

role in making it happen. Once culture becomes more of a political and social priority, it will be 

easier to provide the spaces, training and jobs needed to keep bright young minds and talent in 

the sector and the province.  

 

While some advocated for a large marketing effort, most saw systemic changes as the key. For 

example, there was considerable emphasis placed on the importance of elementary and 

secondary schools providing more cultural education to students. Most groups considered the 

current level of cultural programming in schools to be inadequate. This is a systemic problem 

that needs to be overcome, said participants, in order to cultivate tomorrow‟s leaders, 

volunteers, participants and audiences.   

 

Sufficient investment in research, planning and development is a challenge for most 

organizations. Many participants said they felt overwhelmed by administrative demands and the 

„business of culture‟. Fund development, accounting and reporting, and other tasks left little time 

to nurture and grow the organization or attract and mentor staff, volunteers and future leaders. 

This is particularly difficult for individuals or small groups because the required paperwork is 

normally blind to the size of the project or the funding request. A number of participants 

suggested better connections between culture and businesses interested in community 

development may result in skill enhancement and organizational efficiencies. It also may resolve 

some challenges around access to affordable work, meeting and performing space.  
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While accountability was seen as necessary, many questioned whether the right balance 

between accountability and fostering culture currently exists. It was pointed out that support 

from funders is usually dependent on measureable returns even though the impact of a cultural 

program or experience may be difficult to measure (e.g. evaluating enhancement of a person‟s 

or community‟s quality of life). Many participants noted the hunger for accountability and return 

on investment pushes providers and supporters to gravitate to quantifiable projects and 

programs. The challenge, they said, is to find room in Alberta for the encouragement, support 

and growth of forms of culture that provide largely intangible returns.  

 

Some groups said the lack of financial incentives to invest in culture discourages private support 

from individuals and limits potential growth. Many participants mentioned current tax policy is a 

limiting factor since tax credits are restricted to certain groups (e.g. charitable status) or 

products (e.g. films).  

 

There was a willingness amongst delegates to seek more opportunities to collaborate and 

partner with others operationally and artistically. However, many admitted competition for 

dollars, volunteers and patrons often creates a major barrier to good intentions. Overcoming this 

barrier is difficult because of factors like organizational protectionism, focused mandates, grant 

criteria and the specific desires of donors.  

 

Strategies  

 

As part of the strategy development exercise, each working group was asked to identify their top 

three strategies to address challenges and seize opportunities. The following list reflects what 

multiple groups felt were high priorities. Please note these strategies are numbered to provide 

easy reference, and do not necessarily indicate order of priority. 

 

1. Increase the level and frequency of the cultural experience in schools. Almost all groups 

favoured expanding the subject of culture within the Alberta curriculum. Many groups felt 

culture should be embedded in the Alberta curriculum as a core subject. 

 

2. Encourage stakeholders to work together to increase awareness and accessibility of cultural 

experiences amongst Albertans. Pooling resources was seen as a way of maximizing 

efficiencies and strengthening the sector. Rather than directing, the Government of Alberta 

should work as a champion, partner and enabler in achieving these goals.  

 

3. Develop a major and sustained marketing campaign to promote the value and benefits of 

culture to the province and to individual Albertans.  

 

4. Encourage more Albertans to volunteer in cultural activities.  Primary targets for a volunteer 

recruitment campaign should be youth, baby boomers, and corporations and its staffs.  
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5. Make culture a higher priority within and across all Alberta government departments so that 

there is a shared responsibility for culture policy, goals and outcomes. Operationalize and 

measure how culture is integrated across departments.   

 

6. Organizations should seek ways to collaborate and partner on fundamental needs like best 

practices, administration and performance space, professional development, human 

resource and volunteer management, and financial services. Several groups mentioned a 

good start point would be a culture‐focused, centralized bank, database or clearinghouse 

that could serve as an information resource and exchange. It was suggested community and 

government leaders work together to create a climate that fosters such collaborations and 

partnerships. 

 

7. Support sustainability and growth in part by the Government of Alberta providing secure, 

predictable, long‐term operational funding to the culture sector and streamlining funding 

support processes for organizations. Many groups suggested grants for core funding should 

be a three year commitment and that funding be tied to economic or social value indicators.  

 

8. Create or enhance donor investment and volunteer incentives such as tax credits to 

increase culture sponsorship, volunteerism, funding and investment from private citizens 

and companies. Some groups said special incentives should be given to organizations that 

demonstrate collaborative behaviour and actions.  

 

9. Explore new funding models, among all levels of government and private funders, to ensure 

optimum delivery of supports. A few groups felt the focus for new modeling should be on 

core funding.  

 

10. Convene regular dialogues between culture stakeholders to continue to identify issues and 

work towards common goals.  

 

Those priority strategies that were mentioned by only one group are listed here: 

 

 All three levels of government and funders review, redefine and adopt support for a defined 

culture sector. Significantly raise the profile of the sector as strong and valued within society.  

 Have cultural organizations become more responsive and relevant to communities by 

proactively engaging in forward thinking strategies. 

 Encourage local communities to discover, create and embrace the diverse artistic and 

cultural traditions of people to create more vibrant, healthy communities. 

 Create meaningful employment choices for those considering a career in culture. 

 Create a Culture Council to create a unified voice for advocacy. 

 The Premier/Government of Alberta to: 

 Validate culture as a core value in the quality of life of Albertans. 

 Advocate for the culture sector and demonstrate government‟s commitment with 

more funding and a higher focus. 

 Assist organizations to address human resource processes and strengthen 

employee recruitment and retention.  
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 Increase Albertans‟ access to culture through increased leadership, support and 

action.  

 Develop a task force to redraft the Alberta Foundation for the Arts‟ mandate so it is 

more independent of government and more responsive to the culture industry.  

 Commit at least one per cent of the provincial annual budget to support culture 

programs, facilities and access. 

 

Key Messages 

 

Participants concluded their small group discussions by offering reflections of the weekend‟s 

dialogue and learnings. Within most groups, participants emphasized the desire to work 

together, and to share in the process and responsibility of moving the culture agenda forward. 

The opportunity to network with a broad cross-section of people, express opinions and share 

interests was considered very valuable and should be repeated, they said.  

 

Learning from the experience of the forum by putting words into action was important to many. 

There was also an eagerness to advance the strategies by taking meaningful, timely action. 

There was an expectation that progress would be seen within a year. 

 

Participants were pleased with the level of agreement and similarities of opinion shared in the 

groups. Another major learning was the need for more collaboration. Many indicated they would 

act upon that need when they returned home.  

 

There were a number of reminders that culture is a complex expression of society. Many 

participants expressed that culture is broad and timeless and provides a better sense of 

community. Others pointed out that opportunities for exposure and experience are important 

and that cultural pursuits should be satisfying and rewarding. 

 

“Keep the dialogue going” was a familiar phrase in many groups. While some felt by including 

social agencies, sports and other non-traditional groups in the forum, culture became too widely 

defined, most welcomed the broader context. Some suggested participation should be even 

more inclusive at future gatherings by inviting municipalities. Regardless, many noted that 

moving forward is a collective responsibility that needs to be nurtured. 
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CULTURE FORUM 2012 ON-LINE SURVEY INPUT 

 

Introduction 

 

The on-line survey gave Albertans who did not attend the face-to-face workshop in Red Deer 

the opportunity to provide input regarding Alberta‟s cultural future. Before completing the survey, 

respondents were asked to take some time to review and reflect upon a brief summary of the 

workshop discussions.  

 

Survey questions asked respondents for their reaction to the workshop‟s priorities and 

conclusions. They were also asked for their thoughts and opinions concerning the health and 

sustainability of the sector, the role of various stakeholders including government, and strategy 

suggestions. See Appendix B for a copy of the survey questions. The following is a synopsis of 

the input provided by the 294 people who responded to the survey.  

 

Priorities and Conclusions 

 

Strategic priorities highlighted by multiple groups at the Red Deer workshop were largely 

supported by on-line respondents. There was some skepticism and even criticism of advancing 

strategies like a marketing campaign or introducing new funding models but the majority of 

respondents reacted positively.  

 

The proposal that students in Alberta schools be given increased cultural experiences received 

overwhelming support. Many respondents noted that early and frequent exposure of school 

children to the wide spectrum of culture will pay dividends later in the form of volunteerism, 

patron support and other types of involvement. While some advocated that the study of 

Alberta‟s culture be embedded as a core curriculum subject, others argued for simply expanding 

existing school programming aimed at cultural awareness, appreciation and development (field 

trips, art, theatre, drama and music classes).  

 

There was considerable support for sustainable, predictable funding to be provided to culture 

groups. Most respondents wanted this funding to be directed at core funding needs like staff 

and administration as this was the hardest to finance and the most difficult to sustain. Many 

online contributors emphasized core funding would free organizations to focus on their 

mandates and allow for planning beyond one year cycles. Some respondents felt core funding 

should be tied to value measures to ensure groups are accountable, fiscally responsible, and 

have a measure of support from the community.   

 

Tax and other incentives to encourage more donor investment and volunteer involvement were 

mentioned by the majority of respondents as important to the health and sustainability of the 

sector. Volunteers in particular were seen as the lifeblood of culture groups but always in short 

supply. Any action that would help alleviate the challenges of volunteer recruitment and 

retention was deemed a priority.  
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Tax incentives for donors were favoured as a method of encouraging an activity or program to 

be supported primarily by the stakeholders who value it. Organizations should be as self-

sufficient as possible, said a number of respondents, so government should be an enabler but 

not a major investor in an enterprise.   

 

While raising awareness of culture‟s benefits to Albertans was a lauded goal, a significant 

number of people who filled out the survey were not in favour of investing in a provincial 

marketing campaign because they felt it would result in few if any positive, lasting returns. 

Instead, critics preferred public dollars to be concentrated on operational support and 

programming at the community level. Similar sentiments were expressed about strategies that 

may create another expensive, bureaucratic layer such as creating a central information 

clearinghouse or developing new funding models. 

 

For the most part, participants supported a greater emphasis on groups collaborating and 

sharing resources. There were differences of opinion on the best approach but many believed it 

would bring about efficiencies and many practical benefits, particularly for smaller organizations.    

 

This was one of the concerns with the workshop strategy that called for making culture a shared 

responsibility across government departments. While many saw this as valuable because it 

would bring natural allies like educational institutions closer to the culture camp, others were 

concerned that it would complicate decision-making and hinder, not help, grassroots activity. A 

number of people expressed doubts that this could occur given that many government 

departments are, on the surface, far removed from cultural interests, such as health care and 

public safety.  

 

A few respondents were concerned that the culture umbrella was covering too wide a spectrum.  

For some, including aspects of Alberta life like sports and social services within culture for 

planning purposes was inappropriate, leads to confusion and threatens dividing an already 

limited funding pie available to traditional culture groups. 

 

Healthy and Sustainable Sector 

 

The majority of respondents described a healthy and sustainable culture sector as one that is 

embedded in everyday life, where stable funding, community nurturing and public participation 

are the norm. Opportunities for involvement across the province are diverse, accessible and 

affordable because the contribution culture makes to the well-being of society is appreciated 

and valued by governments, companies and private citizens. The sector is respected and 

adequately supported because its broad, inclusive nature reflects the variety of Alberta life.   

 

Many respondents said a healthy and sustainable sector has sufficient venues and facilities to 

accommodate all types and sizes of programs, events and activities. Those who choose careers 

in cultural pursuits are compensated well enough to afford to stay involved in culture in Alberta.  
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Other Strategies 

 

Survey respondents were asked what other strategies they would suggest for creating and 

supporting a healthy and sustainable culture sector in Alberta. The following are strategies not 

raised at the Culture Forum workshop in Red Deer and mentioned by more than two survey 

respondents.  

 

 Encourage and support cultural activities or tours outside of Alberta‟s two major cities to 

increase access and exposure. 

 Motivate business leaders and corporate Alberta to become more involved in the 

support, management and promotion of culture to employees and the public at large.  

 The Government of Alberta should describe its intentions and expectations for cultural 

investment in terms of a shared vision, goals and expected outcomes.  

 Ensure organizations are accountable for public funding support, particularly core 

funding, by requiring measurement of public benefit. 

 Municipalities should take on a larger role in funding, promoting and increasing access 

to culture within their local communities. 

 Restore or increase funding levels for provincial culture granting agencies such as the 

Alberta Foundation for the Arts and the Alberta Historical Resources Foundation.     

 Gather and communicate through a common portal (internet, social media and other 

means) all culture events, programs and activities in Alberta. 

 Create cultural hubs that offer space, administration, accounting and other supports for 

cultural organizations that are unable to afford or professionally manage these needs.  

 Increase the level of support and involvement of public libraries as a conduit of cultural 

appreciation programming and initiatives.  

 Consider offering free or discounted admissions to culture events and venues more 

frequently to encourage awareness and participation.  

 Study and consider adopting cultural policies and practices similar to those in Quebec 

and other countries that place a high priority on supporting culture.     

 

Stakeholder Roles 

 

Individuals were the most frequently mentioned as having a key role in supporting Alberta‟s 

culture sector. For the sector to be healthy and sustainable, survey respondents said individual 

Albertans need to be more engaged as culture consumers, volunteers, advocates, and leaders. 

In addition to active support, individuals have a responsibility to share their enthusiasm, cultural 

experiences and interests with others, particularly children. This will help perpetuate and grow 

support of cultural endeavours.   

 

Governments, companies and cultural organizations can help make this happen by providing 

exposure and involvement opportunities that are accessible and affordable. As many of these 

opportunities as possible should occur in local communities. Schools were mentioned by many 

as having an important role in providing exposure opportunities for children.  
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Most people felt corporations and governments (municipal, provincial and federal) had a social 

responsibility to invest in cultural activities at a level that demonstrates its importance to quality 

of life. The job of managing, programming and promoting culture in its various forms was seen 

as a role for multiple parties but largely done at the community level and spearheaded by 

community-based organizations.  

 

Role of the Alberta Government 

 

Most people who filled out the survey said the primary role of the Alberta Government was to 

show cultural leadership in two fundamental ways. First, by providing stable funding support to 

organizations so they can concentrate on providing cultural programming. Secondly, by setting 

policies and priorities that emphasizes the importance and value of culture.  

 

A number of people suggested government‟s role be limited to that of an advocate and enabler, 

as cultural expertise resides and should remain at the community level. As an enabler, 

respondents saw value in the Alberta Government continuing to organize dialogues and help 

stakeholders find ways to address common needs. It was suggested equitable incentives for 

individuals, organizations, companies and others be established to encourage collaborations. 

These incentives should be sufficient to make involvement in collaborations attractive.  

 
Demographics of Survey Respondents
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Appendix A: List of Organizations Represented at the Culture Forum 2012 Workshop 

 

4-H and Agriculture Education Branch 

Aboriginal Council of Lethbridge  

Aboriginal Friendship Centre of Calgary 

Aboriginal Friendship Centre of Calgary 

Aboriginal Women's Justice 

ACE Communities 

African Canadian Multicultural Club and Centre 

African Canadian Society of Alberta 

Agriculture Grant Program Branch 

Alberta Arts Days and Sylvan Lake Art Society 

Alberta Association of Agricultural Societies 

Alberta Association of Community Living 

Alberta Ballet 

Alberta Choral Federation 

Alberta Council of Disability Services  

Alberta Craft Council 

Alberta Ecotrust Foundation 

Alberta Education 

Alberta Foundation for the Arts 

Alberta Health and Wellness 

Alberta Health Services 

Alberta Historical Resources Foundation Board 

Alberta Jubilee Auditoria Society 

Alberta Justice - Safe Communities and Strategic Policy 

Alberta Magazine Publishers Association 

Alberta Media Arts Alliance Society 

Alberta Media Production Industries Association 

Alberta Museums Association 

Alberta Music Industry Association 

Alberta Recreation and Parks Association 

Alberta School Employee Benefit Plan 

Alberta Society of Artists 

Alberta Students' Executive Council 

Alberta Theatre Projects 

Alberta Tourism, Parks & Recreation 

Alberta Views magazine 

Alberta Youth Advisory Panel (Human Services) 

Alberta's Youth Volunteer! Society 

Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio Artists, Alberta 

Allied Arts Council of Lethbridge (AAC) 

Archives Society of Alberta  
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Art Gallery of St. Albert 

Arts Touring Alliance of Alberta 

Association Canadienne Française de l'Alberta (Calgary) 

Association canadienne-française de l‟Alberta (Edmonton) 

Association for Life-Wide Living (ALL) of Alberta 

ATA's Fine Arts  (University of Lethbridge Representative) 

Athabasca University/Heritage Consultant 

Atlas Coal Mine Historical Society 

Barrhead Public Library 

Beaverlodge Area Cultural Society 

Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Innisfail Association 

Bleeding Heart Art Gallery 

BLG 

Bonnyville & District Centennial Centre 

Book Publishers Association of Alberta 

Bow River Productions/1400 Months 

Boys & Girls Club of Lethbridge & District 

Boys & Girls Clubs Big Brothers Big Sisters of Edmonton & Area  

Boys' and Girls' Club of Leduc 

Brian Hetherington & Associates 
Edmonton Performing Arts Centre 

Brian Webb Dance Company 

Calgary 2012 

Calgary Arts Development 

Calgary Chamber of Voluntary Organizations 

Calgary Folk Music Festival 

Calgary International Film Festival Society 

Calgary Multicultural Choir Society 

Calgary Opera Association 

Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra Society 

Calgary Rotary Challenger Park Society 

Canadian Centre for Corporate Social Responsibility, Alberta School of 
Business 

Canadian Polish Historical Society 

Canadian Red Cross 

Cantos Music Foundation - National Music Centre Project 

CanWest Alberta Fund 

Capoeira Aché Brasil Calgary 

Catalyst Theatre 

Catholic Social Services 

Cenovus Energy 

Centennial High School 

Center for Race and Culture 

Central Alberta Refugee Effort Committee 

Central Alberta Theatre  
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Central Music Festival Society 

Centre for Creative Arts Society of Grande Prairie 

Centre for Race and Culture 

Chautauqua Edson Arts Council 

Christian Immigrant Support Services Inc 

City of Calgary, Public Art Program 

City of Edmonton, Community Services 

City of Red Deer Culture Services 

City of Spruce Grove, Horizon Theatre 

City of Wetaskiwin 

CKUA Radio Foundation 

CKUA Radio Network 

Cliff Bungalow-Mission Community 

Community Foundation of Medicine Hat and Southeastern Alberta  

Cosmopolitan Music Society 

Crowsnest Pass Municipal Heritage Board 

Danish Canadian Society "Dania"  

Decidedly Jazz Society 

Delcon Development 

Dr Swift Middle School 

Dreamspeakers Festival Society 

Dreamspeakers International Aboriginal Film Festival 

Dub Architects Ltd. 

Duncan & Craig LLP 

Edmonton Arts Council 

Edmonton Chamber of Voluntary Organizations 

Edmonton Chinatown Multicultural Centre 

Edmonton Federation of Community Leagues 

Edmonton Folk Festival 

Edmonton Garrison Military Family Resource Centre 

Edmonton Heritage Council; Faculty of Extension, UofA 

Edmonton International Film Festival 

Edmonton Mennonite Centre for Newcomers  

Edmonton Multicultural Coalition 

Edmonton Opera Association 

Edmonton Public Library 

Edmonton Sport Council  

Edmonton Symphony Society 

Enbridge Pipelines Inc. 

Epcor Centre for the Performing Arts 

Esplanade Arts & Heritage Centre 

Ethno-Cultural Council of Calgary 

Events Edmonton 

Family and Community Support Services Association of Alberta 

Federation of Calgary Communities 

Fine Arts Council of the Alberta Teacher's Association 
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Firefly Theatre and Circus Society 

Flemish Eye 

Francis Winspear Centre for Music 

Friends of Reynolds-Alberta Museum Society 

Friends of the Alberta Jubilee Auditoria Society 

Friends of The Ukrainian Village Society 

Galt Museum & Archives 

Ghana Friendship Association of Edmonton  

Glenbow Museum 

Global Country 

Grande Prairie Volunteer Services Bureau Association  

Grant MacEwan University 

Habitat for Humanity, Edm/Lieutenant Governor of Alberta Arts Awards 
Foundation 

Heritage Collaborative Inc. 

Heritage Park Foundation 

Heritage Park Historical Village                                                 

High River Centennial Library 

Historic Clay District 

Icelandic Canadian Club of Edmonton 

iHuman Youth Society 

Inner Strength 

Innisfail and District Historical Society 

Institute for Advancement of Aboriginal Women 

Intercultural Dialogue Institute Calgary 

Intergovernmental, International and Aboriginal Relations 

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees 212 (IATSE) 

IOTAD (It Only Takes A Dream) 

Jasper Adult Learning Council  

John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights 

Kasian Architecture 

Keyano College     

Kimamow Atoskanow Foundation 

Kipnes Foundation 

La Cité des Rocheuses 

Lacombe Performing Arts Centre Foundation 

Latitude 53 Contemporary Visual Culture 

Leighton Art Centre 

Lethbridge Public School District #51 

Lethbridge Symphony Association 

Lethbridge Twinning Society 

Lethbridge Youth Foundation / 5th on 5th Youth Services 

Longview ARC Society 
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Lougheed House Conservation Society 

Mathematics, Arts, Communication and Field Services Branch,  

McLennan Ross LLP 

Mediation & Restorative Justice Centre 

Memorial March for Missing and Murdered Women 

Minister of Education's Student Advisory Council Member 

Ministry of Human Services 

Mount Royal University  

Mountain View Music Fest 

Multicultural Health Brokers Co-operative 

Municipal Affairs 

Musée Héritage Museum 

Muslim Council of Calgary  

National Black Coalition of Canada - Edmonton Chapter 

Native Counselling Services of Alberta  

Native Studies Students' Association 

Nina Haggerty Centre for the Arts 

Northern Alberta International Children's Festival - (City of St. Albert) 

One Yellow Rabbit 

P.A.C.E (Providing Assistance, Counselling and Education) Sexual Assault 
Centre / Family Violence & Bullying Network 

Prairie Journal Trust 

Premier's Council on Art and Culture 

Public Library Services, Alberta Municipal Affairs 

Queen B Women's Fashion 

Rainmaker Global Business Development 

Red Deer Arts Council 

Red Deer College – Summer Schools 

Red Deer Downtown Business Association 

Red Deer Museum and Art Gallery 

Red Deer Symphony Orchestra 

Red Willow Players Theatre Association 

Regroupement Artistique Francophone de l'Alberta 

Rhythmic Gymnastics Alberta 

Rocky Mountain House Museum                                                      

Rosebud Centre for the Arts 

ROSS Inc. 

Royal Tyrrell Museum Cooperating Society 

Rozsa Foundation 

School of Alberta Ballet 
ArtsVote Calgary 
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Seasoned Solutions 

Sexual Assault Centre of Edmonton 

Shadow Theatre 

Shane Homes - Calgary 

Shining Mountains Living Community Services 

Société cInéMAGINE de l'Alberta 

Society of Northern Alberta Print Artists (SNAP) 

Soles and Company 

Somali Canadian Cultural Society of Edmonton 

Sombrilla International Development Society 

Southern Alberta Art Gallery Association 

Special Olympics Alberta 

St. Albert Community Information and Volunteer Centre 

St. John's Ukrainian Institute 

Suncor VP Comm & Stakeholder Relations 

Sunnybrook Farm Museum 

Teatro La Quindicina 

TELUS Spark 

Ten16 Entertainment 

The African Centre 

The Banff Centre 

The Calgary Foundation 

The Citadel Theatre 

The Historical Society of Alberta 

The New Gallery 

The Philippine-Canadian Association of Red Deer and District 

The Prairie Art Gallery  

The Red Deer College Foundation 

The Wicihitowin Circle of Shared Responsibility 

The Works International Visual Arts Society 

The Writers Guild of Alberta 

Theatre Alberta  

Theatre Calgary 

Three Left Feet Movement Creations 

Tourism, Parks and Recreation 

Town of High River 

Travel Alberta 

Trickster Theatre Society 

Tsuu T'ina Nation Museum 

U of A School of Business 

Ukrainian Canadian Congress - Edmonton Branch 
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Ukrainian Shumka Dancers 

United Way of Calgary & Area 

United Way of Central Alberta (Red Deer) 

United Way of Fort McMurray 

United Way of South Eastern Alberta 

United Way of the Alberta Capital Region 

University of Calgary 

University of Calgary Press 

University of Calgary 
Haskayne Business School 

Varscona Theatre 

Vic Juba Community Theatre 

Vinok World Dance 

Volunteer Alberta 

Volunteer Calgary 

Volunteer Edmonton 

Volunteer Lethbridge Association 

Volunteer Red Deer / CiRS Community Village 

Wetaskiwin Jazz Society 

WIFA- Women In Film & Tv 

Women in Film and Television - Alberta Association 

Wordfest-Calgary International Writers Festival 

YOUCAN Youth Services 

YouthLink Calgary Police Interpretive Centre 
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Appendix B: On-line Survey Questionnaire 

 

Welcome to the Culture Forum 2012 On-line Survey 

 

This online survey gives Albertans who did not attend Culture Forum 2012 the opportunity to 

provide input and shape Alberta‟s cultural future. Before completing the survey, please take 

some time to review the discussion highlights. It will give you some insight into what people from 

across the province told us at the face-to-face workshop in Red Deer. 

 

1. After reviewing the discussion highlights from Culture Forum 2012, what priorities or 

conclusions reflected in the highlights do you support? Why? 

 

2. After reviewing the discussion highlights from Culture Forum 2012, what priorities or 

conclusions reflected in the highlights do you not support? Why? 

 

3. Now, reflecting on your own thoughts, what does a healthy and sustainable culture sector 

look like to you? Please describe it. 

 

4. There are many players that are needed, directly and indirectly, for a healthy and 

sustainable culture sector to exist. What should be the role for individuals, organizations and 

community in supporting Alberta‟s culture sector?  

 

5. What other strategies would you suggest for creating and supporting a healthy and 

sustainable culture sector in Alberta? Please structure your strategies in the following 

format: “In order to create and support a healthy and sustainable culture sector in Alberta 

WHO, should DO WHAT, for what REASON or PURPOSE?” 

 

6. What should be the role of the Alberta government in supporting Alberta‟s culture sector? 

 

7. Do you have any additional comments you would like to share? 

 

8. Are you a staff or board member of an organized cultural group? 
 

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. No answer 
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9. Which cultural sector best describes your main area of interest? 

 

a. Heritage and museums 

b. Multicultural organizations  

c. Creative industries (e.g. film, television, digital media, magazine and book publishing, 

sound recording) 

d. Arts  

e. Non-profit/voluntary sector 

f. Recreation 

g. Corporate sector 

h. No answer 

 

10. Where do you live in Alberta? 

 

a. South 

b. Central 

c. North 

d. No answer 

 

11. What age category do you fall under? 

 

a. 24 or younger 

b. 25-44 

c. 45-64 

d. 65 or older 

e. No answer 

 

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey!  

 


